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1. Cool 
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3. Lie To Me 
4. Looking Out For You 
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Format: Download 
For fans of: The Lumineers, Mumford & Sons, Taylor Swift 

“…a fresh and exciting new sound…”  
- Closer 

After the incredible success of her previous two singles Cool and Home, Twinnie is set to release her self-titled debut EP, out 
on 29th July 2016 via TLM Records. 

The EP explores different themes of love and loss under the guise of her signature country pop style. Opening track and 
previous single Cool evokes memories of times gone by, whilst latest single Home is about the difficulties of losing love. The 
next track Lie To Me is a stunning ballad, which portrays Twinnie’s vulnerability with her extremely emotive vocal performance 
before the EP finishes with Looking Out For You - a heartwarming song about Twinnie’s relationship with her grandad. 

Fans of The Lumineers and Mumford & Sons will feel at home with the EP, as Twinnie amalgamates these influences with 
the more contemporary pop sound of artists like Ella Henderson; Twinnie is bringing a new edge and is a fresh new face to 
the country pop scene. 

After securing a publishing deal with Universal, Twinnie has branched out into all areas of the entertainment industry. She 
has performed backing vocals for the likes of Pharrell Williams and Robin Thicke (Blurred Lines and BBC Radio 1’s Live 
Lounge), Brian May and Roger Taylor to name but a few. Although her roots are in England, Twinnie also travels 
extensively to LA and Nashville, working alongside the critically acclaimed songwriters behind artists such as Pink, James 
Bay, The Shires and Jason Mraz. 

Despite being relatively new to the country scene, Twinnie’s first single Cool reached number 2 in the iTunes country charts 
and second single Home peaked at number 3. Twinnie has also already received support from the likes of Heat Magazine, 
Digital Spy, Think Country and Songwriting Magazine and is now focusing her talents solely on music. 

Twinnie is out on Friday 29th July 2016 via TLM Records. 

• Twinnie is available for interviews. 
• EPK, photos and artwork available upon request 
• For more information: www.facebook.com/twinnieofficial 
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